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Four-pronged strategy to make money in next market
pullback 

In his article today, Tony Featherstone offers a four-pronged strategy to make
money in the  next market pullback. 

Objectively, I have said before that I’m impressed with companies or funds that can get back to where
they were before the crash. WCM have done that, so here is the story of a fund I personally trust to
manage my investments. 

    Sincerely,

 
  Peter Switzer
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Four-pronged strategy to make money in next
market pullback
by Tony Featherstone

 
It is time to take some profits and build up portfolio
cash with a view to buying back into
the share market at lower prices in the next few
months. This market is ripe for a pullback or possibly
a correction, if COVID-19 data deteriorates. 

I am not saying a savage share market fall is
imminent or a repeat of the March sell-off is likely.
Rather, that it is prudent to lighten equities exposure
as the share market rises. 

Too many retail investors become fully invested in
equities when bull markets are in full flight. When the
market tumbles, investors are left flatfooted amid a
bear stampede. 

They are caught in a vice: reluctant to sell stocks in a
falling market to free up cash; and unable to buy back
into the market at lower prices due to lack of cash.
They become stuck on the sidelines as professional
investors who lightened equity allocations, buy back
in. 

As they say, cash is most valuable when nobody has
it. 

Share market risks are rising. Chief among them is
Victoria’s troubling second wave of COVID-19 and
the possibility of New South Wales joining its
southern neighbour with higher case rates. 

Victoria’s six-week lockdown and the
estimated $6 billion hit to the national economy is
only part of the problem. Far bigger is the lockdown’s
effect on business and consumer confidence. 

Talk of Victoria possibly moving to stage-four
restrictions (featuring widespread store closures) and
a longer lockdown is especially unnerving for
business – and has potential to slow Australia’s

economic recovery. 

How many businesses will invest if there is potential
for further lockdowns each time COVID-19 cases
spike? How many businesses will keep workers on as
it becomes clear COVID-19 could drag on for years
until a vaccine is found, which is far from certain? 

I live in Victoria and the hit to business confidence is
palpable. Some owners I know are
considering shutting up for good, having to endure
another brutal lockdown. The market seems oblivious
to the damage that rolling lockdowns could have on
business.   

Better-than-expected health data in the first wave of
COVID-19 partly justified the share market’s rally
from late March. Australia flattened the COVID-19
curve faster than markets expected and the economic
hit was less severe than first thought. 

But COVID-19 data, here and overseas, has
deteriorated, yet the share market has risen. Wild
swings on Wall Street in the early part of this week
suggest markets are adjusting to the likelihood that
COVID-19 is more severe and longer lasting than first
thought. 

News of heavy provisioning for bad debts by US
banks this week reinforces COVID-19’s potential to
send more companies to the wall. 

The Australian share market could be more volatile
than usual in the next few weeks. The Federal
Government’s economic statement and news on any
extension of the JobKeeper and JobSeeker programs
are key events. Then there is the reporting season in
August. 

The pullback I expect may have already started,
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judging by the falls in tech stocks here and overseas
in the early part of this week. Either way, it is a good
time to have more cash and a strategy to
profit from, if the market heads lower in the next few
weeks or months. 

Here is a simple four-pronged strategy to consider:

1. Cash  

Selling stocks and building up cash is one thing:
knowing where to park that cash while waiting for a
market pullback is another issue. 

Putting your funds in at-call accounts means almost
no return. Putting cash in a bank term means locking
it away for months or years when liquidity is
paramount. 

The BetaShares High Interest Cash ETF (AAA) and
iShares Core Cash ETF (BILL) are useful alternative
for cash allocations. Cash ETFs pay slightly less than
term deposits but have far higher liquidity. Investors
can quickly sell their cash ETF on the ASX if they
need that money back in their account to buy shares.

2. Gold   

A reader asked during a recent Switzer
Report webinar for my view on gold. I said the risks
for gold were the upside and stand by that view. The
United States Presidential election in November could
put significant pressure on the Greenback, which is
typically good for gold. 

The gold uptrend has solid fundamentals, given the
precious metal’s role as a safe-haven investment
and store of value during periods of heightened
market volatility. 

The ETF Securities ETFS Physical Gold ETF (GOLD)
is an efficient way to add to gold exposure to
portfolios. It provides pure exposure to gold bullion,
eliminating company risk. But as an unhedged ETF,
there is currency risk. 

If equity markets follow their usual pattern, GOLD
should outperform during the next market pullback,
rising when most other assets fall. 

Chart 1:  ETFS Physical Gold ETF 

 

Source: ASX

3. Profit from falling share market 

Investors who expect the share market to pull back
again during COVID-19 could use
the BetaShares Australian Equities Bear Fund
(BEAR). The inverse ETF is designed to rise when
the S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation Index falls, enabling
investors to profit from a bearish view. 

A 1% fall in the index should equate to a 0.9-1.1%
increase in BEAR, says BetaShares. 

Bought and sold like a share, the ETF is a tool to
‘short’ the market for retail investors. Turnover in the
ETF rose substantially during the market sell off in
March. 

More aggressive investors could use the geared
version, Australian Equities Strong Bear Fund or the
US Equities Strong Bear Hedge Fund – Currency
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Hedged. As with any geared product, leverage
magnifies gains and losses. I prefer the ungeared
version. 

Care is need with inverse ETFs. Some overseas ones
replicate their index using derivatives, adding
counterparty risk. Also, inverse ETFs can have higher
tracking-error risk if their performance diverges from
their underlying index because of compounding. They
are best used as a trading tool. 

Chart 2: Betashares Australian Equities Bear
Fund 

 

Source: ASX

4. When markets stabilise, buy global tech  

Assuming markets play out as expected, investors
will have made their portfolio more defensive through
a higher gold allocation and added to their cash
position. They might have a few extra profits from
using ETFs to benefit from a falling market. 

When the next sell off runs its course, the first sector
to buy is information technology. Instead of picking a
few tech stocks, buy the sector through an ETF and
invest globally. 

Readers will recall tech was my first idea when
COVID-19 erupted in February and I maintained the
tech theme for the next five weeks. Global tech
stocks have rallied sharply since then. 

Tech was the best-performing sector a year after the

2003 SARS crisis and has outperformed again during
COVID-19. Increasingly, investors see big tech as
much as a defensive play as a growth one, given the
strength of the sector’s cash flow and quality of
balance sheets. 

The ETF Securities ETFS FANG+ ETF (FANG) is
interesting new way to buy big tech. It is highly
concentrated by ETF standards, holding just 10
stocks: Tesla, Amazon.com, Netflix, Alibaba Group,
Apple, Nvidia Corp, Alphabet Inc, Baidu Inc, Twitter,
and Facebook. 

Essentially, the ETF provides exposure to the world’s
largest US and Asian tech companies, which have
mostly been go-to stocks for investors during the
pandemic. 

Expect key tech indices, such as the Nasdaq
Composite Index, to fall sharply during any market
sell off, given the extent of gains since March. Using
the ETF Fang+ ETF to re-enter the global tech sector
at lower prices in the next few weeks or months
appeals. 

Chart 3: ETFS FANG+ ETF 

 

Source: ASX 

Tony Featherstone is a former managing editor
of BRW, Shares and Personal Investor magazines.
The information in this article should not be
considered personal advice. It has been prepared
without considering your objectives, financial situation
or needs. Before acting on information in this article
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consider its appropriateness and accuracy regarding
your objectives, financial situation and needs. Do
further research of your own and/or seek personal
financial advice from a licensed adviser before
making any financial or investment decisions based
on this article. All prices and analysis at 15 July 2020.
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The ‘rising star’ WCM under the microscope
by Peter Switzer

 
What you’re about to read could be seen as a conflict
of interest for me so I’m fessing up from the start but
it’s a story worth telling. 

Over the past few years, a US-based fund manager
WCM has presented at our Switzer conferences.
These guys came to Australia with a very impressive
reputation and were linked to the fund manager
Contango Asset Management (CGA) that managed
my listed Switzer Dividend and Growth Fund or
SWTZ. 

By an unexpected set of circumstances, CGA bought
SWTZ and I became a substantial shareholder of
CGA. And my son, Marty, was asked by the
Contango board to become CEO. By the way, I’m
not on the board and I didn’t have any say on what
the board decided about the selection of the CEO. 

So that’s my link to WCM, which has two listed
products on the ASX. One is a listed investment
company called WQG. The other is an actively
managed exchange traded fund with the ticker code
WCMQ. 

And yep, I’ve invested in their funds purely because
they have a great story on how they invest and their
performance has been impressive. 

The table below shows you what they’ve achieved: 

 

  

The first line shows what the underlying US-based
fund has done compared to the Benchmark. And
the Value Added line is the difference between WCM
and the Benchmark. 

Of course, history is no proof that this performance
continues into the future but it is noteworthy. 

I was keen to see how these two funds did during the
Coronavirus crash and rebound and the following
charts tell that story. 
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Objectively, I have said before that I’m impressed
with companies or funds that can be about where
they were before the crash. And WQG has done that 

And what about the ETF version of WCM i.e.
WCMQ? 

The chart below shows that, like the LIC version of
the fund, WCMQ is up on a six-months basis and
that’s why Yahoo Finance portrays the chart in the
colour green. 

WCMQ 

 

As I’ve said, past performance is no guarantee that
the fund managers will be able to keep up their good
long-term performance. 

So what is their investment style? 

Co-CEO Paul Black has explained that they look for
best-of-breed businesses in the world, which have
what they call “growing moats”. Warren Buffett made
famous the idea of investing companies with
protective ‘moats’ around the profits and the
business, which means a competitive edge can be
defended. 

The WCM guys have simply said it’s even better to
find businesses where the moat or competitive edge
is growing. That’s what they look for when they scan
the world for the best businesses they can find. They
add another dimension relating to a company’s
culture – they want companies with a superior
culture. 

Black has told me they don’t get too stressed about
recessions and stock market crashes because they
usually have companies that do well in good and bad
times! 

Of course, they’d prefer non-Coronavirus infected
economies and stock markets, but given what the
charts are currently saying, the market certainly
believes in their investment approach. 

That said, and I repeat this, past performance is no
100% guide to what might happen in the future. It’s
why I am a diversified investor with at least 20
different investments in my SMSF. 

Important: This content has been prepared without
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taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances. 
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Will share trading become ‘free’ in Australia?
by Paul Rickard

 
It is often assumed that Australia is an importer of
financial trends, particularly if it is happening in the
USA. So, it is not surprising to read reports that it
won’t be long before we have the equivalent
of the eToro’s and Robinhood’s in Australia offering
zero commission or free brokerage on share trading. 

But I think this is unlikely due to the different
structures of the markets, as I set out below. 

Firstly, a historical perspective. 

When I started CommSec with my colleagues Mal
Stott, John Beggs and Mike Katz in 1995, the
minimum brokerage rate per trade from any of the
then 87 stockbroking firms was $125.00. We thought
we were pretty “brave” launching CommSec with a
minimum brokerage rate of $75.00, which we later
crashed to $29.95 as online trading took off and to
fight off the then American owned eTrade. A couple
of years’ later after the odd price war, the minimum
brokerage rate settled at $19.95. 

Today, CommSec dominates the market. Some
brokers are cheaper, with SelfWealth currently
promoting itself as “Australia’s cheapest online
broker” and charging a flat rate of $9.50 per trade. 

Over this period and despite 25 years of inflation,
brokerage rates have fallen from $125 to $9.50. 
“Research” and “execution” have been
disaggregated (so if you want genuine stock research
you pay more), and technology/automation/CHESS
and volume have made execution so much cheaper,
but this is still a pretty impressive price drop. 

On trend, there is no reason to think that brokerage
rates can’t head even lower, and possibly towards
zero. 

However, the Australian and US markets are
very different and brokers have direct transaction
costs (called ASX fees) that are levied on every trade.
While possible, I think it is unlikely. 

So, how can the USA have zero commission or
zero brokerage trades? 

In the USA, orders don’t go into a fully transparent
order book (like they do in Australia) where buyers
and sellers receive exactly the same price. Rather,
they are directed to professional market-making firms
who take risk on the trade and effectively clip the
ticket. The market makers’ quote a “bid” and “offer”
spread, so typically retail clients who are selling
transact at the market-maker’s “bid” price, while
retail clients who are buying pay the market maker’s
offer price. This spread between the “bid” and the
“offer” price is how the market maker generates a
profit. In absolute terms as a percentage of the
overall stock price, it can be very small, but on
volume it adds up. 

It is not quite as simple as this because order flows
are never even and the market maker takes on some
risk, but this is the essence of how a market maker
earns their keep. 

Robinhood and eToro aren’t market makers, but they
receive a share of the market-makers’ revenue for
directing order flows. There are several market
making firms and the brokers effectively auction their
order flows in return for a slice of the action. They are
not quite secret commissions, but they are not far off! 

Another difference is that brokers in Australia cannot
earn revenue by making stock loans of clients’
holdings to short sellers. 

Former Prime Minister Malcolm Fraser was famous
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for saying that “there is no such thing as a free
lunch” and this is exactly what the US market
demonstrates. Retail customers “pay” by not
receiving the best execution price. For brokers to not
charge commission on share trades in Australia, they
will need to think of other ways to recover their costs
and the charges the ASX levies. Whether it is from
subscription fees, product promotion and advertising,
sale of data or another form of commission, you will
pay. 

But it will be a “brave” broker who makes
trading free. 

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances. 
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Buy, Hold, Sell – What the Brokers Say
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck

 
In the good books 

BEACH ENERGY (BPT) was upgraded to Add
from Hold by Morgans 

Morgans believes the Beach Energy share price
represents significant value at the current level. The
recent sideways drift in oil prices has contributed to
demand uncertainty. Additionally, there has been
speculation that future spot price falls could influence
negotiations for price resets on Beach Energy legacy
contracts. However, the broker expects a clear
difference in price between long-term contracts and
the spot market. Morgans expects the next major
catalyst will be the upcoming full year result, which
will incorporate an updated five year outlook for asset
development and revised reserve estimates. The
rating is increased to Add from Hold. The target price
is $1.66. 

TPG TELECOM (TPG) was upgraded to
Overweight from Equal-weight by Morgan
Stanley 

Morgan Stanley notes the newly merged TPG
Telecom has the potential and capital to play
disrupter and believes the company can compete
against the larger telcos like Telstra and Optus. The
broker points towards a stronger product suite, higher
growth options and a stronger balance sheet but also
highlights risks like the National Broadband Network
(NBN) pricing that is impacting TPG Telecom’s
fixed-line profit. Investors willing to wait 2-3 years for
the synergies to play out fully can expect target price
upside, comments the broker. Morgan Stanley
upgrades its rating to Overweight
from Equal-weight with the target price increasing to
$10 from $6.85. Industry view: In-line. 

TREASURY WINE ESTATES (TWE) was upgraded

to Overweight from Equal-weight by Morgan
Stanley 

Treasury Wine Estates’ had inventory worth $2bn on
its books at the end of the first half and Morgan
Stanley estimates its realisable value at circa $4bn,
most of it from the luxury category. The broker
expects the group to return to FY19 earnings in FY22.
Since the de-rating was triggered by headwinds
within the US business, the broker believes a
sustained re-rating will require more confidence in
management’s ability to stabilise the US business.
The short-term outlook remains disrupted but
downside risk is limited owing to the group’s asset
backing. Morgan Stanley upgrades its rating to
Overweight from Equal-weight with the target price
increasing to $13.50 from $12.50. Industry view:
Cautious. 

In the not-so-good books 

WHISPIR (WSP) was downgraded to Hold from
Buy by Ord Minnett 

Ord Minnett downgrades to Hold from Buy as the
share price has rallied almost 30% over a week with
no obvious news or developments. A strong result is
expected in August and the broker is positive about
the longer term but the current valuation offers little
upside. Target is steady at $2.80. 

The above was compiled from reports on FNArena.
The FNArena database tabulates the views of seven
major Australian and international stockbrokers: Citi,
Credit Suisse, Macquarie, Morgan Stanley, Morgans,
Ord Minnett and UBS. 

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
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constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances. 
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Questions of the Week
by Paul Rickard

 
1. Being a long-term investor who bought into
Challenger (CGF) about 2.5 years ago at levels
around $9, what do you think about their SPP
(share purchase plan) currently on offer?
Similarly, is the Qantas SPP worth buying into
given a long–term time frame? 

I am not a fan of Challenger, and now that it is trading
below the institutional placement price of $4.89, I
would be a little wary. But because it has gone down,
you will pay the weighted average trading price over
the 5 days to the closing date of 21 July, less a 2%
discount. According to FNArena, the analysts have a
target price of $5.03. All 7 recommendations are
“neutral”. 

I am a little more positive on Qantas. The SPP date
has also been extended by two weeks to 5 August,
and the final price will now be the lesser of $3.65 and
the weighted average trading price in the 5 days up to
5 August, less a 2.5% discount. The 5 broker analysts
have a target price of $4.37, with 4 buy
recommendations and 1 sell recommendation.

2. It’s obvious that there is a demand and need
for counter hackers with the internet. How does
one assess the financial metrics of HACK please?

Cybersecurity is certainly a ‘growth’
sector. The Betashares exchange traded fund HACK
tracks an index from Nasdaq, the Nasdaq CTA
Cybersecurity Index. The index has been a strong
performer. 

It is designed to track the performance of companies
engaged in the Cybersecurity segment of the
technology and industrial sectors. The Index includes
companies primarily involved in the building,
implementation and management of security
protocols applied to private and public networks,

computers and mobile devices in order to provide
protection of the integrity of data and network
operations. There are 43 constituent companies, with
the largest, Crowdstrike Holdings, having a weight of
7.0%. 

In regard to financial metrics, the only number I can
see is a trailing PE for the index (I assume weighted
by stock) of 29.7 times. Apart from that, you are really
left on your own. 

3. I hold some Speedcast (SDA) shares which
have been suspended since February. I’m not
able to make sense of the announcements but it
does not look like anything will be left for
shareholders as they’ve filed for Chapter 11
bankruptcy. When will I be able to access the
capital loss? Since suspension, there have been
three notices of change of substantial
shareholders. How is that possible for a
suspended stock? 

Sorry to be the bearer of bad news, but I would
assume that you will get nothing. Talk to the
Administrator in regard to when you can access the
capital loss. 

Regarding the change in substantial shareholder, the
one I looked at (which was lodged on 6 July) related
mainly to changes made in
November/December/January 2020. 

4. What’s your thoughts on Oil Search (OSH)?
Can the Company sustain the losses? Why is it
the least preferred stock in the Energy Sector?

My least preferred oil stock. I don’t like PNG risk,
which some argue is a “basket case”. 

Oil Search said in April that they have a break-even
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cost of production of US$15.60 boe, so I am not sure
I understand your question about “sustaining
losses”. 

According to FNArena, the analysts have a target
price of $3.39. Range is a low of $2.45 from Credit
Suisse to a high of $4.30 from UBS. 

Would you like your share questions answered by
Paul Rickard? Submit your question here.  

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances. 
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